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ear in the construction of a iencr sheet on manifolds 
We refer the reader to Rovira and Sanz-Sole (19 6) for the details 
concerning existence and uniqueness of solution for (1.2). 
The first problem we analyze in this work is the existence of density pZ( ~7) 
of x,, Z E T \E, where E denotes the set {(s, t)~ T: s- t = 0). We study the 
pZ( y) as a function of y and z, separately. 
This is a continuation of the programme developed in Rovira and Sanz-Sole (1996), 
where we have proved the existence of pZ( y) and that y I-+ pZ( y) is 5%‘” for any z E T \E. 
In the above-mentioned reference the coeficients , 1’ = 3,4, are allowed t 
ut, as a counterpart, we impose a no egeneracy condition of 
der’s type involving only derivatives of a3 up to the firs 
result under more eneral conditio 
condition in the c 
In a second step we show that z -+ p,(y) 
he ideas used to study this 
where a similar problem 
artial diffcr~ntial equation is studied. he idea consists in proving the 
where il,,., denotes the derivatite (~2~~~~~4~~)(~, t’). 
Let 
P(x, ~7) = inf{ 11 hil$ 32 = y). 
Then the limit in (1.5) is 
C(s, _V) = - 4 n”(.x, jq. 
For diffusions, (1.5) is the classical Va 
papers, have developed a meth 
lly, we study the finiteness of d2(.x, a). 
In this sections, we assume t 
absolutely continuous with respect to 
is Lipsclzitz. 
For coefficients aiy i = 3,4, depending also on time, the existence of a V a 
density pz( ??*) has been proved in Rovira and Saw-Sol& (1996) (see Pro 
under nondegeneracy conditions of type 3) involving only derivatives of first order. 
In particular, aswmin either aJ(Xo) # r IZ~(X~) = 0 and (&a4)(XO) + 0 a.s. 
heorem 2.1 nee e property state 
ovira and Sanz- 
Pfg, =)* 
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Thus. 
ing the triangle ine 
easily obtains 
erties (2.2), (2.3) an schi tz 
en, ev's i 
uel, the following inequality will be needed: 
sup QIX, - X,1”) < cvp, p E [2, cc). (2.5) 
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The study of the terl Q q&~, p, S) is based on the positivity property o 
iven in (4.1). Indexi, since (a!JOn&XO) # 0, (4.1) ensures 
nction 
> c,d+(2no+ 1M 
0 d-4 . 
choose [I, 6 > 0 satisfying 
1 - ii - (2120 -I- 1)/3 > 0, (2.11) 
thcsn qzzz(c, /I, S) = 0. 
et 6 -_j,p-_ t is easy to check that this choice ful 
restrictions: 26 + /3 ~ 1 > 0 -+2)+~j--l> 
ows from (2.4), (2.6) and (2.1 
(1996) needed in the pr 
Gavin derivative an 
in 
with 
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We decompose A 1 as follows: A 1 = Cf= 1 A li, where 
+h 
Al 3 = E f’(X,.lM 
This shows 
IAll d Cll~llcc~. 
We now study A?. We have 
(2.14) 
E(t s+h.f 
with 
ince the assumptions of emma 2.4 are satisfied, 
eorem we will use the ulation of Ikand 
alart (1996) for genera lener functionals. 
ss we quote these ingredients. 
A random vecto G? -+ 08” is said to be nondegenerate if F E ID W and the 
et n 
pa 1 
E 
2 ==: a3( X:)2 Y;(+ dr. 
: 
uments in the proof of the first part of Theorem 2.1 show 
g-‘py < c P’ p 
holds true. 
chet derivative 
(3.6) 
We will prove 
Indeed, from (3.5), using Schwarz’s inequality an 
for some finite constant C. 
Consequently, for I’ E Cf.,&:) 
onsider the ansion of a3 around x, the initia 
equation defining S%, 
where S is sorne point lying between $! and x. 
Consider also the decomposition S,” - _Y = “j$ ,_ SC with 
w5) - ?O+ (0, Ez)h(s)dt-, . 
;)o,& 52 bd.~) dj. 
he identity (3.15) and the triangle inc 
(3.M) 
ate u 12 
lave 
and this yields (3.19). 
Analogously, 
“hell, (3.19) (3.2 
(3.22) 
0sitive constant C. 
Choose 0 < /Y, S such that S > 2n,, /J. 
and, by uniqueness of solution, jr!jvh = S:. 
. It is an easy ~o~~seq~~~~~e of ma atld t 
(3.26) 
nitc ~~~sta~t C. 
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. there exists 3c > 
f~!!cw hy the contraction 
se a localization proce 
show this fact also pro 
Notice that by 11 
covariance of the 
mess of solution 
oreover, emma 3.8 shows the convergence (3.2). Thus, 
lim inf E’ log p”,(y) 3 - $ d2(x, J). 
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We finish this section by analyzing the finiteness of d2(x, 4’). This blem is related 
with the positivity of the density p:(y). Carrying out the progra e developed in 
illet and Sanz-Sole (1996) for Eq. (1.2) for x := X0 deterministic, one could obtain 
( P:(J) > O> = ( y; 3k %‘: Sz = y and DS! surjective}. 
herefore, 
d2(x,y) < cc -p;(y) > 0. 
uently, if d’(.q ~1) = c;cJ, Theorem 3.1 is trivial. 
positioll 4.1.2 in Nualart (1996) 
0 
(3.35) 
)- ’ denotes the to ort of the law of X”. e set 
and connected set, by a result of Fan 
utely ~oi~t~n~ious, (3.35) ensures 
We collect here the results on the reen function, which have been used in the 
paper. Their proofs are given in 
function corres nding to the 
cction 1 is giv as the sol&o 
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